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TIPS FOR AN GARDA SÍOCHÁNA
COMMUNICATING WITH DEAF SIGN LANGUAGE USERS

1

Too dark, too bright spaces, and/or poor contrast interferes with
communication. If you shine a torch in the face of a deaf person, for
example, at a checkpoint, they will not be able to see what you are saying.

A DEAF SIGN LANGUAGE USER’S “MOTHER TONGUE”
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Instructions, rules, and material presented in written form may be difficult
for a deaf sign language user to understand. This is because the written form
of the spoken language may not be a sign language user’s mother tongue.
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When working with an interpreter, look at and speak directly to
the deaf person, not the interpreter. Only one person should speak
or sign at a time. Take responsibility for explaining as required.

Sign languages are independent languages. They differ from English
and each other. For example, Irish Sign Language differs from British
Sign Language like German is different from French.
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3-WAY COMMUNICATION WITH AN INTERPRETER

SIGN LANGUAGES ARE NOT INTERNATIONAL
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A deaf person needs to see you in order for any communication
to occur. You can wave to the person or tap them on the shoulder
gently to get their attention. Ensure that you have eye-contact.

LIGHTING & CONTRAST
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FIRST TIME COMMUNICATING

LIPREADING
Lipreading requires skilled guesswork and knowledge of the
spoken language. It is more difficult to lipread somebody with a
moustache, and impossible if a Garda is wearing a helmet!

HANDCUFFING

If you handcuff a deaf sign language user, remember that you are
cutting off any means of communication. This has the same effect
as gagging a hearing (non-deaf) person.

THE INTERPRETER’S ROLE

An interpreter’s job is to facilitate communication between you and the deaf
person. Interpreters are impartial and will not offer advice nor opinions. Always
use professionally trained interpreters. Family members should not interpret.

UNDERSTANDING DEAF CULTURAL & LANGUAGE
Every deaf person will have their own preferred method of communication. If
you understand the linguistic and cultural background of a deaf sign language
user, this will improve communication – a good thing for all parties concerned.

VIDEO RECORDING INTERPRETED INTERACTIONS
It is good practice to record all parties in an interpreted interaction at a Garda station
when a deaf person is being questioned or giving a witness statement. This ensures
the source language is recorded and allows for verification of the interpretation.

